Continuous versus gated pedestals and the "severe departure" from Weber's law.
Thresholds were compared for the detection of 20-ms sinusoidal signals presented with either continuous or gated sinusoidal pedestals of the same frequency (500 or 6500 Hz). Pedestal levels ranged from 35-80 dB SPL. For 500-Hz signals, thresholds were lower in the continuous-pedestal condition than in the gated-pedestal condition, for all pedestal levels above 35 dB SPL. When the pedestal level was 35 dB, thresholds were higher in the continuous-pedestal condition than in the gated-pedestal condition. This was also true at all pedestal levels when bandstop noise centered around the pedestal frequency was added to the pedestal. For 6500-Hz signals, a deterioration in performance at intermediate levels, similar to that reported by Carlyon and Moore [J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 76, 1369-1376 (1984)], was found in the gated-pedestal condition. No such deterioration occurred in the continuous-pedestal condition. However, masking signal onsets and offsets by bursts of bandpass noise produced a midlevel deterioration in the continuous-pedestal condition. This was true when bandstop noise was absent, and when it was gated on and off in each observation interval. When continuous bandstop noise was present, no midlevel deterioration was observed, even when onsets and offsets were masked. The results suggest that in the continuous-pedestal condition subjects may normally maintain performance across level at 6500 Hz by attending to a transient response to signal onsets. Presenting bursts of bandpass noise disrupts the detection of such a response. The absence of a midlevel deterioration when continuous bandstop noise was present may be related to the adaptation to the sinusoidal pedestal that was caused by the bandstop noise.